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AGM60 12 60 100 726 242 175 190 AP 19

12 70 120 792 278 175 190 AP 22

12 80 140 880 315 175 190 AP 25

12 92 160 935 353 175 190 AP 27

12 105 190 1045 394 175 190 AP 30

AGM70

AGM80

AGM92

AGM105

Start-Stop AGM technology, is specifically designed to meet the huge energy demands of vehiclesBatteries with
equipped with advanced Start-Stop technologies, such as regenerative braking. It is also called as Silver Dynamic
AGM battery, which is capable of powering the most demanding vehicles and accessories with three times the
endurance of conventional batteries. This is a battery that delivers optimal performance, faster conductivity and
reliable starting power, even when the charge is low.
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Specifically designed for cars with advanced Start-Stop functionality
Extended cycle life compared wit a conventional batteryh
Unrivalled cold cranking power up to 135%
3 x higher levels of cyclic endurance than conventional batteries
State-of-the-art AGM technology developed to meet OE requirements.
AGM technology wit utstanding performance for powerful engines and highly equipped carsh o
No leakage as sealed completely
Very high deep discharge capability
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ADVANTAGES

SILVER DYNAMIC AGM

SPECIFICATIONS

Germany Technology


